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Most student graduates in engineering schools are involved in engineering design, that is, the development of newproducts

for which engineering thinking is required. Our literature survey, however, did not yieldmaterial pertaining to engineering

design thinking in the field of electrical and electronic engineering. Therefore, we propose to clarify the term ‘engineering

thinking’. Specifically, this paper presents a characterization of engineering thinking in general, and electric and electronic

engineering thinking, in particular, from thepoint of viewof experienced engineers. In addition, tohighlight theuniqueness

of engineering thinking, we compare engineering thinking in engineering design and research thinking in scientific research

in the area of the exact sciences.
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1. Introduction

What is engineering thinking? Is it different from

scientific thinking? In order to answer these ques-

tions, we should identify and clarify relevant types

of thinking. This paper deals with the characteriza-

tion of engineering thinking as compared with

scientific thinking.
Engineers initiate and design technological com-

ponents, devices and systems. In their work, they

solve awide range of practical problems. The ability

to solve such problems is based on knowledge and

experience acquired both in academic education

and in practical work. Owing to a persistent process

of the doubling in scientific knowledge every 10

years [1], in the next decade engineers will need to
learn significantly more new information and be

conversant with a whole realm of new technologies

[2]. As a result of the time constraints of the existing

learning frameworks for a B.Sc. degree, it is unrea-

listic to include all of the experience accumulated in

high-tech industries within the engineering curricu-

lum. Therefore, it may be impossible to acquire

additional knowledge in the short period of under-
graduate engineering studies [3]. The National

Academy of Engineering in the US argues that in

the 21st century ‘the B.S. degree should be consid-

ered as a pre-engineering or ‘engineer in training’

degree’ [2]. From this perspective, the development

of cognitive engineering skills in the course of the

first-degree study program is expected to help stu-

dents to reduce the gap between the knowledge

acquired in academia and the market demands,
and to assist them in the transition from the learning

environment to the field of work. The questions to

be asked at this stage is what are the engineering

thinking traits and what are the cognitive abilities

involved in it?

In order to answer these questions, we refer to

design as the central engineering activity [4]. Most

novice engineers are involved in the design and
development of new products, i.e. in engineering

design, which ‘is a systematic, intelligent process in

which designers generate, evaluate, and specify

concepts for devices, systems, or processes whose

form and function achieve clients’ objectives or

users’ needs while satisfying a specified set of con-

straints.’ [5, p. 104]. Therefore, understanding the

nature of engineering design thinking is important
for educators in all engineering areas.

In recent years, educational research has focused

on a wide range of cognitive processes and design-

related behaviors, such as creative thinking involved

in the design process [6, 7], problem definition [7],

primary mechanisms that enable systems thinking

development [8], iterative design behavior [9, 10],

and self-reflection [11]. Numerous studies have fo-
cused on comparing the design processes of fresh-
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men and senior engineering students with those of

practicing engineers [12, 13], development of stu-

dents’ cognitive activities in introductory design

courses [14-18], and bridging educational research

and teaching [19].

Analysis of 47 manuscripts (36 articles and 11
books) dealing with engineering design thinking

revealed that the authors come from different areas.

Themajority, 21 authors, belong tomechanical and

aerospace engineering, 15 to industrial engineering

and management, 12 to the humanities (mainly

philosophy and psychology), 9 to civil engineering

and architecture, 7 to areas of computers, informa-

tion and engineering education, and 8 to the field of
electrical and electronic engineering. The papers

could also be categorized by their focus. Ten articles

and 5 books analyzed, in depth, general and specific

cognitive processes in mechanical design while only

4 articles investigated student cognitive activities in

introductory design courses. Electronics engineers

wrote two of them and two were written by large

groups of researchers, with only one author in each
group being from the field of electrical engineering.

Nevertheless, according to an analysis of 273 papers

in 12 sources (10 journals and 2 proceedings of

engineering conferences), 27.1% relate to design

courses in EE (Electrical Engineering), and 26.4%

relate to ME (Mechanical Engineering), and design

is taught in the EE curriculum nearly to the same

extent that it is taught in ME [20]. These data raise
the following questions: What is the reason for this

situation? Why are a relatively small number of

papers dedicated to research of cognitive processes

in electrical engineering education?

One possible explanation could be the fact that

lecturers of electricity and electronics are constantly

faced with a huge influx of new content. Electronics

is one of the most rapidly developing scientific and
technological areas, and as such, the efforts of the

majority of the academic educators are directed

towards mastering new knowledge. Thus, they sel-

dom have the opportunity to pay attention to the

pedagogical aspects of the learning process. An

additional reason may relate to the academic pro-

motion of most engineering educators, which is

based on their contribution to the disciplinary re-

search.

This paper seeks to contribute to the educa-

tional research concerning cognitive processes in

electronic engineering design. In what follows, we
further describe the existing approaches toward

the analysis of engineering design thinking. Then,

we present our research method and the charac-

terization of engineering design thinking by ela-

borating on the thinking aspects of engineering

design in comparison with scientific research in the

exact sciences.

2. Engineering design thinking

There are currently two main approaches to the

analysis of engineering design thinking. The first is

directed toward the identification of cognitive activ-

ities, abilities, and skills of experienced engineers.

Several authors [16, 17] used a set of 11 abilities
required of graduate engineers as defined by the

Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technol-

ogy (ABET) [21], and research students’ cognitive

activities based on this definition. Other researchers

observed engineering practice and connected it with

cognitive skills [22], identified effective engineer

qualities and mental characteristics [20, 23, 24].

The second approach advocates the development
of theories, models, and schemes of cognitive pro-

cesses in engineering design. Such models and

schemes deal with the complexity of cognitive pro-

cesses, which combine unconscious and semi-con-

scious (or extra-rational) thinking with rational

thinking [25, 26] and emphasize the iterative nature

of design thinking [10, 27, 28]. The theory of lateral

and vertical design thinking relates to creative pro-
cesses of new ideas and their sequential develop-

ment processes [29]. The divergent–convergent

inquiry based design thinking (DCIDT)model links

the phase of concept creation in the design process

with convergent thinking and generative design

questioning, and the next phase of decision-making
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Table 1

In science !In technology

1. Analysis of existing phenomena ! Synthesis of a new whole
2. Abstract/ Theoretical !Concrete/ Practical
3. Idea initiation & development !Product/ Process dev. & implement.
4. Research !Design for application
5. Ideal (perfectionism) !Optimum (max. possible quality)
6. General Problem treatment !Specific Problem solution
7. Curiosity as driving factor !Need as main driving factor
8. Assumption (Reliance on) !Facts (Reliance on)
9. Accuracy (demand for) !Tolerance (with compromise)
10. Linkage to any kind ! Social/ Economic linkage



and specification, with divergent thinking and deep

reasoning questioning [30].

In the present paper, both attitudes—identifica-

tion of cognitive skills and development of organiz-

ing schemes of design thinking—were taken into the

consideration. Further, a comparative study con-
cerning researchers’ thinking in the exact sciences

and engineers’ thinking in engineering design was

carried out.

The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines

an exact science as ‘a science (as physics, chemistry,

or astronomy) whose laws are capable of accurate

quantitative expression’ [31]. Parallelism between

scientific research in an exact science and engineer-
ing design is well known. Hill [32] compares scien-

tific and design methods, points to five comparative

stages of each, and emphasizes the uniqueness of

engineering design. Waks [33] analyzes science–

technology interrelationships in education and di-

vides the differences between science and technol-

ogy into ten dimensions. Each dimension is

concerned with a different aspect of the issues.
The present study focused on the similarities and

differences between the cognitive aspects of scien-

tific research and engineering design.

3. Method

A comparative analysis framework was chosen for

the study. Accordingly, the research participants

belonged to two groups: lecturers from academia

and expert engineers from industry. A qualitative

research methodology was applied because it was

assumed that interpretive research [34] would allow

for interpretive analyses and a deeper understand-

ing of the researched processes. This reasoning
guided us to use open interviews as the main data

collection tool. Twenty-one in-depth interviews

were conducted: 18 of the interviewees were

electronics engineers. In order to broaden the re-

search scope and to find out the opinions of the

specialists from additional fields, three experts from

mechanical and software engineering were also

interviewed.
Twenty of the 21 interviewees had significant

scientific and practical experience: three experts

had more than 25 years’ experience in industry or

academia, 11 specialists had been working for more

than 30 years, and six of them had over 40 years

experience. One interviewee was a young engineer

with 3 years experience. Seven specialists had an

M.Sc. degree and 13 were Ph.D.s. Moreover, 18
interviewees were experienced academic lecturers in

engineering faculties.

The questions with which we started the inter-

views are as follows:

� What is common to research and engineering

thinking?

� What are the differences between the thinking

processes of researchers and engineers?

� How do engineers think in each stage of the

design process?

Analytic induction strategy was applied for data

analysis. ‘Analytic induction, in contrast to

grounded theory, begins with an analyst’s deduced

proposition or theory-derived hypothesis, and is a

procedure for verifying’ [35, p. 454]. The possibility

of applyingWaks’s multidimensional approach [33]

to the analyses of the similarities and differences
between the cognitive aspects of scientific research

and engineering design served as the deduced pro-

position of the research. The verification procedure

had two stages. First, a sequence of interviews was

conducted until the data collected did not add new

traits to the gathered data. Second, inductive ana-

lysis of the collected information was performed

until a stable structure of a system of categories of
engineering and research thinking was obtained.

4. Results

Figure 1 shows the five main categories for engi-

neering design thinking that were identified in our

study. It is evident from the characterization of

engineering and research thinking that not only

pure cognitive factors appear, but also additional

aspects, such as linkages to environment and moti-
vation, which, as it turns out, can affect cognitive

processes.

The first category indicates the aims (1) towards

which the engineering and research thinking is

directed. The second category is the knowledge

and tools (2) on which the engineering and research

thinking is based. The third and central category is

the engineering and research thinking (3) itself. Two
additional categories are the environment (4) and

the motivation for success (5) (external and internal

factors) that also affect cognitive processes.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the research categorization
system.



A few sub-categories were also found for all

categories. Table 2 shows the categories revealed

in the research, including their sub-categories. It is

clear that some of the sub-categories fit the dimen-
sions of the science–technology interrelationships

approach [33]; nevertheless, the emphasis on the

cognitive aspects allowed one to distinguish be-

tween the sub-categories found in this study and

the dimensions of Waks’ approach.

Several sub-categories presented in Table 2 are

divided into two columns. In this case, these sub-

categories mainly belong to the area of scientific
research or to engineering design. The other sub-

categories are common to the two areas and are

presented in the middle of the row. A detailed

explanation of the categories will be given in the

following paragraphs.

5. Aims

AsWaks put it [33], ‘Each dimension can be looked

upon as a unique line or scale on which one edge

represents subjects characterized by Pure Science

while the other edge is related to Pure Technological

Applicative attributes. Any scientific–technological

topic has a unique location on the various dimen-

sion scales, depending on relative weights of science

and technology.’ Accordingly, the two components
of sub-category 1.1, Knowledge broadening, as the

aim of scientific research and Knowledge applica-

tion as the aim of engineering design, are located on

the opposite edges of the science–technology scale,

while sub-categories 1.2 and 1.3, Engineering re-

search and Engineering for research, represent an

overlap between these two spheres. These similari-

ties and differences are explained below.

5.1 Knowledge broadening in scientific research

versus knowledge application in engineering design

Scientific research is directed to broadening knowl-

edge by creating new knowledge, e.g., exposing new

physical laws or a theoretical foundation of an

unclear or unknown phenomenon. Engineering de-
sign is directed to the application of existing knowl-

edge in new product development. This difference is

reflected, for example, in the following quote from

the Engineering Council for Undergraduate Educa-

tion (E-CUE) [36]: ‘While science and social science

use many common strategies such as abstraction

and modeling, the engineering method for problem

solving uses these concepts in a unique way that is
informed and constrained by the physical world on

which it is based and the human world in which it is

applied.’ Further, while the development of a new

product is designed according to market needs, and

is intended to make an immediate profit, a new

innovative theory or scientific discovery might not

serve concrete practical purposes and might be

unusable for a long period. For instance, in 1848,
George Boole [37] formulated the laws of logic in

algebra, but they were criticized or completely

ignored by the majority of his peers. It was only 90

years later that Boole’s theory was applied by
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Table 2. Thinking aspects of scientific research in the exact sciences and engineering design

Category Number Scientific research Engineering design

1. Aims 1.1 Knowledge broadening: directed to new
knowledge

Knowledge application: directed to a new
product

1.2 Engineering research: knowledge broadening for knowledge application

1.3 Engineering for research: knowledge application for knowledge broadening

2. Knowledge
and tools

2.1 Creation of a knowledge base

2.2 Collecting and learning relevant knowledge

2.3 Identification of relevant basic scientific laws Application of models and laws mainly

2.4 Finding the theoretical foundation for a
given research phenomenon

Using heuristics

3. Thinking 3.1 Analysis, aspiration to understand why Synthesis, aspiration to understand how

3.2 Abstract thinking mainly Concrete thinking mainly

3.3 Thinking focused on a theme Systems thinking

3.4 Advance toward the unknown Advance toward the desirable

3.5 Global solution Optimal solution

3.6 Creative thinking and algorithmic routine thinking

4. Environment 4.1 Working mode: often individual activity Working mode: usually team work

4.2 Flexible working conditions Firm working conditions

4.3 Economic facet is less significant Economic facet is very significant

5. Motivation for
success

5.1 Motivation: scientific curiosity Motivation: real need and individual responsibility

5.2 Appreciation: global reputation and article
publication

Appreciation: reputation in the firm and patent
confirmation



Claude E. Shannon [38] who demonstrated in 1938

how Boolean algebra could be used in the analysis

and synthesis of switching circuits. This essential

difference between the aims of scientific research

and engineering design is encapsulated in the fol-

lowing phrase: ‘science discovers, technology in-
vents’ [39].

Below, we present several citations from inter-

viewswith the experts that emphasize the distinction

between the aims of scientific research and engineer-

ing design:

P: My goal as an engineer is not to expand

human knowledge, but rather to make use

of that knowledge. This is the essential

difference between a researcher and an en-

gineer.

K: It is my belief, that what best characterizes
engineering thinking, is the fact that it is a

way of thinking that sees a defined goal in

front of it. It is a way of thinking, whichwas

made for reaching that goal.

5.2 Engineering research: knowledge broadening

for knowledge application

Engineering research aims to broaden existing

knowledge for new applications. Both researchers

and engineers are involved in this activity. The

revolutionary work of Shannon [38] is a salient
example of engineering research, as someone who

obtained a master’s degree in electrical engineering

and a Ph.D. in mathematics, and his personality

illustrates the combined attributes of both the en-

gineer and the researcher.

A classical view of the development of science and

technology assumes that a scientific discovery in

‘pure science’ precedes a practical application in
engineering [39]. For example, the development of

the theory of complex numbers began in the six-

teenth century, and was continued through 1748

when Euler obtained his famous formula, until the

early nineteenth centurywhen graphical representa-

tion of complex numbers was described and popu-

larized. It was only in 1893 that Steinmetz applied

the theory of complex numbers to the calculation of
alternative current in electrical circuits [40].

Nevertheless, as indicated above, engineering

research is another kind of research. There are

several historical examples in which the application

of laws and new tools for engineering were discov-

ered during the course of looking for the solution to

concrete technical problems, and only later they

were converted into universal methods that are
currently used for a broader range of engineering

problems. Fourier’s transform is one such mathe-

matical method that was originally developed for

the theory of heat but is now used in a variety of

topics, such as acoustics, optics, information trans-

mission, and signal processing [41]. Additional ex-

amples are those of Karnaugh’s maps, which have

became a useful tool for the simplification of Boo-

lean expressions; and finally, the stability analysis of

electronic amplifiers developed by Bode [42], which
became a universal method of control theory.

However, engineering research is aimed at the

development of new technologies. This is a directed

process for breakthroughs and finding new knowl-

edge, which is a characteristic of scientific research.

Yet this process is intended for use in immediate

applications for concrete human needs—a charac-

teristic of engineering design. The revolutionary
development of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

technology, which united efforts of leading interna-

tional firms, their researchers and engineers, illus-

trates the overlap between science and technology

[43, 44].

The following excerpts from the interviews reflect

this attitude:

A: So the question is, where is science, where is

engineering? One can say that in engineer-

ing science, you are researching problems

that eventually need to be the working tools
of engineering.

S: If an engineer reaches a very high level of

thinking, so in some fuzzy cases someone

may call him a scientist. The first case I

remember about an engineer is Fourier.

Because, by definition, he was an engineer,

yet he was the first to use Fourier series.

Looking at another example: people like
Shannon andNyquist who were apparently

engineers, were the ones to discover the

sampling theory.

5.3 Engineering for research

This kind of engineering deals with experiment de-

sign and development of complicated technology

systems for scientific research, such asmeasurement

equipment, automatic control systems of research

processes, or robots that act in dangerous environ-
ments. Engineering for research is directed for

knowledge application with the purpose of knowl-

edge broadening. Here is an illustrative quote that

reflects this idea:

A: What makes a physicist–experimentalist?

He builds up an experiment. When he

builds that experiment, he is clearly doing

an engineering job, and not a scientific job.

The two last sub-categories of engineering re-

search and engineering for research can be viewed

as the fusion of science and technology into a single

entity, or scitech [45]. In our era, in scitech the

S. Waks et al.842



distinctions between science and technology ‘seem

to fail’ [39].

6. Knowledge and tools

In scientific research and engineering design, the

researcher and the engineer base their work on

existing knowledge and tools. Therefore, it is im-
portant to understand the role of the knowledge and

tools in the cognitive processes of engineering. We

first relate to two common aspects of these two

areas.

6.1 Creation of a knowledge base

This sub-category illustrates the cognitive process of

knowledge acquisition, which is typical for both
scientific and engineering students. This base is con-

stantly expanding. Thus, for example, courses in

digital signal processing and digital communication

did not exist in engineering programs twenty years

ago, but now they are an integrative part of most

electronics engineering curricula. The interviewees

did not see any significant distinction between the

demands of the academic education of these two
groups, as illustrated in the following quote:

Sh: At first, you need to get the tools, so both

the engineer and the scientist are going
through the same basic training courses.

One may ask what the difference is. I think

the difference is that a scientist’s goal is to

expand the general understanding of some-

thing without asking himself if that thing is

useful or not.

Moreover, a new approach for science–engineer-

ing education advocates a common curriculum for

science and engineering without any separation be-

tween them[45].Therefore, astrong theoreticalbasis

andadeepunderstandingofphysicalphenomenaare

necessary for the novice researcher and engineer.

6.2 Collecting and learning relevant knowledge

Both the researcher and the engineer, while looking

for a solution to a new problem, must first complete

missing data by collecting and learning the relevant

knowledge. The actual process of looking for rele-

vant data in a wide scope of disciplinesmay help, on

the one hand, to find an optimal solution to an
engineering problem (as discussed in sub-category

3.5), and on the other hand, to find new knowledge

and tools.

Our interviewees emphasized the need to gain a

wide perspective as one essential condition for

success. Here is one example:

G: To be a good engineer, you should have a

good control of awide variety of disciplines.

It is essential in engineering. It is usually not

enough to research in a small and narrow

area, but if you want to start your way in

industry, you need a wider perspective,

which is one of the conditions for success.

In this case, one will not see the whole
picture, and therefore one will not necessa-

rily choose the best solution for the pro-

blem.

In this regard, we mention Bonen’s [46] metho-

dology for estimating the time required for the

development of a new product in an engineering

design process based on a lack of knowledge. Bonen

suggested a hierarchical structure that consists of

four levels of firm or organization knowledge

known as the ‘knowledge gap’. The knowledge

gap indicates the number of full-cycle design pro-
cesses required for the development of a new pro-

duct. Our interviewees used this methodology in

practice explaining that:

J: Organizational knowledge can be charac-
terized by four levels of knowledge. It goes

this way: The first level, called ‘knowledge

gap one’, is when you already did some-

thing, and you and others know how to do

it. ‘Knowledge gap two’ refers toknowledge

about a product that someone else has

developed in the organization but I haven’t

yet. A ‘third knowledge gap’ refers to a
situation in which what we are going to

design is very different from what the orga-

nization has developed in the past. The

‘fourth knowledge gap’ is obvious; it’s the

kind of knowledge about a product that no-

one has ever designed before.

The highest fourth level—development of a new

technology—is addressed in sub-category 1.2 Engi-

neering research in our study. From a pedagogical

perspective, this methodology can be applied by

engineering undergraduates and novice graduates
for individualassessmentofone’s lackofknowledge.

The next two sub-categories emphasize distinc-

tions between cognitive processes related to knowl-

edge and tools in science research and engineering

design.

6.3 Identification of relevant basic scientific laws in

scientific research versus the application of models

and laws in engineering design

The difference between knowledge used in scientific

research and engineering design demonstrates the
fact that the researcher relies mainly on theoretical

laws for the discovery of new phenomena, while the

engineer applies models mainly to create concrete

systems. One of the interviewees, an engineer and
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researcher with more than 40 years of experience,

explained:

A: A young engineer should build for himself a

tool kit.Why? Because he needs a tool to do

the work. For a researcher such a tool kit

can interfere, because if he has it, he pulls it

out quickly.

In other words, an engineering tool kit (a collec-

tion of useful methods and models) can interfere

with the process of problem solving in scientific

research. Nevertheless, such a dichotomy between

the engineer and the researcher is not expressed in

the high-tech industry, where science and technol-
ogy converge, reinforce, and catalyze each other

[45]. In this case, we can speak about overlapping

and common tools for scientific research and en-

gineering design.

The next two sub-categories emphasize the dis-

tinction between the cognitive processes linked with

knowledge and tools in engineering design and in

scientific research.

6.4 The need to find theoretical foundations of a

given research phenomenon versus using heuristics

Scientific research looks for new natural laws, so it

must find a theoretical foundation for the re-

searched phenomenon; engineering design is in-

tended for concrete practical purposes, so it can

use heuristics. Heuristics is the essence of experience

and, according to Lawson, when applied, ‘a rough

idea is quickly developed for the most significant
elements of the solution which can then be checked

by more precise methods and adjusted as necessary’

[27, p. 189]. In engineering design, one cannot al-

ways find a theoretical explanation for concrete

practical rules. The high complexity of modern

systems, intricacy of engineering problems and,

sometimes, lack of tools to deal with them, can

explain the approach of heuristics application to
engineering design. The additional reason may be

the fixed time allocated for product development

that does not always allow the engineer to investi-

gate a problem in-depth and forces him or her to use

heuristics. Here are several quotes that reflect this

perspective:

A: How much of a theory do we have in the

theory of electromagnetic compatibility?

Very little. Suddenly, I have no tool kit. I

have to start looking at the problem and try

to make all the approximations by myself

[namely, a lack of theoretical tools causes the
engineer to look for practical rules].

K: When I obtain a product, a prototype that

has just been made, I can still change it: to

touch here, to change there, and such

things. This is a part of your work when

you’re very dominant in the business, and

then there are some practical rules that help

you to decide what is better to check first,

where to put your finger on, where it is

preferable to look and this way you’re
accumulating knowledge, project by pro-

ject, case by case.

7. Thinking

This is the central issue in our category system. It

relates to cognitive approaches and processes of the

researcher and the engineer.

7.1 Analysis, aspiration to understand ‘why’ in

scientific research versus synthesis, aspiration to

understand ‘how’ in engineering design

The researcher tries ‘to figure out how the physical

world operates’ [47, p. 35]. He or she should identify
essential factors of the investigated phenomenon

and seek quantitative relationships between them.

Therefore, the researcher deals mainly with analysis

processes. According to Anderson and Krathwohl,

the analysis process concentrates on ‘breaking ma-

terial or concepts into parts, determining how the

parts relate or interrelate to one another or to an

overall structure or purpose’ [48, p. 67]. The engi-
neer creates a new entity, so he or shemust build and

assemble the elements of the new system in order to

meet the product’s requirements. In other words,

the engineer deals with synthesis or ‘putting ele-

ments together to form a coherent or functional

whole; reorganizing elements into a new pattern or

structure through generating, planning, or produ-

cing. Creating requires users to put parts together in
a new way or synthesize parts into something new

and different a new form or product’ [48, p. 35].

Nevertheless, the engineer also uses the analysis

process in the selection of appropriate alternatives

and in decision-making. Indeed, some models of

engineering design also include phases of evaluat-

ing, verifying, and analysis [10, 26, 27]. Our experts

also emphasize the distinction between the thinking
modes of the researcher and the engineer:

F: In science, the scientist usesmore questions;

he always asks himself why this thing hap-

pens. Maybe this is the difference [between
an engineer and a scientist]. An engineer

usually doesn’t bother himself with things

that do not belong to his goal.

S.B.: The main question that a scientist asks is

‘why’? ‘Why is it so?’ and the main question

for an engineer is ‘how can I make it hap-

pen?’

It seems that the cognitive modes of analysis and
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synthesis are expressed in engineering design not as

different developmental stages, but rather as inter-

woven cognitive modes.

7.2 Abstract thinking mainly in scientific research

versus concrete thinking mainly in engineering

design

Scientific thinking can start from observing and

analyzing concrete physical occurrences in order

to find a cause–effect relationship, and afterwards

to develop it into an abstract theory. Technology,
however,must take into consideration humanneeds

as perceived by human senses, and formulate them

in more concrete terms than science [33]. In the

process of product development, the engineer trans-

lates the customer’s demands into the technical

requirements of the developed system. Afterwards,

he or she chooses components that possess specific

properties, defines their work modes, and uses
materials with specific characteristics. After the

new systemmaterializes, the engineer performs tests

and, in the end, decides whether the product meets

the technical requirements. It is evident that most of

these mental actions are relatively concrete.

Further, the complexity of modern technical sys-

tems yields mutual influences of their components;

therefore, the engineer must predict undesirable
effects and find how to neutralize them if they

appear.

The following quote relates to the fact that the

scientist relies on theoretical assumptions and, by

doing so, he or she can neglect some real world

factors and ignore the effects of the interaction with

the environment. The researcher aims to achieve

absolute precision:

W: A scientist strives to reach the ideal condi-

tions, but if they do not exist, the scientist’s

solution is based on the assumptions in any

case. A scientist seeks for accuracy; we can
even say absolute precision. As far as it can

be reached.

At the same time, the engineer relies on facts and
must take into account the wide range of external

conditions:

M: An engineer has to base hiswork on existing

facts and to use whatever exists in develop-
ment now: materials, parts, components,

and existing knowledge.

Moreover, the engineer builds a set-up from

components whose values spread over wide ranges
(e.g., ± 5% of resistors values in electronic instru-

ments). Therefore, as one of our experts said, toler-

ance is an essential characteristic of engineering

thinking:

A: Engineering is blamed for ‘cutting corners’.

Engineering approximations are measured

by sensitivity to end performance and are

justified in practice. Scientific approxima-

tions are justified by the model accuracy.

Engineering is the science of approxima-
tions. This is the art of how to ‘round

corners’.

7.3 Thinking focuses on a theme in scientific

research and systems thinking in engineering design

The researcher can focus on certain investigated

effects: he or she can concentrate on specific para-
meters, and in order to make clear the essential

factors, cast off some of the less significant factors.

Thus, the scientist’s thinking focuses on a particular

theme. The engineer developing large and complex

technological systems must ‘look at the whole, and

the parts, and the connections between the parts,

studying the whole in order to understand the parts’

[49, p. 26]. One of the specialists interviewed in our
study explained this idea as follows:

W: The emphasis on system thinking in science

is smaller than in engineering. The engineer

is dealing with nature itself and must see all
the things that can cause a particular effect

existing in nature.

According to Frank, ‘The whole has to be seen as
well as the interaction between the system’s ele-

ments . . . A problem should not be solved by just

dismantling it to parts but all its implications have

to be taken into account. Each activity in a system’s

certain element affects the other elements and the

whole’ [48, p. 166]. In this spirit, we suggest that

system thinking can be seen as a fundamental

attribute of engineering thinking.

7.4 Advance toward the unknown in scientific

research versus advance toward the desirable in

engineering design

Hill [32] indicates that there is parallelism between

the stages of generating an idea or hypothesis in

science and finding a concept in design. The differ-
ence between the two processes stems from their

different aims. The researcher is directed towards

new knowledge, therefore he or she advances to-

ward the unknown; the engineer is directed to a new

product with well-defined features, therefore he or

she advances towards the desirable. It is evident

fromwhat follows that these differences also appear

in the prospective stages of these processes.
The researcher uses a forward-looking inductive

method: he or she advances from observation to

hypothesis, then checks the theoretical foundation

and, finally, makes a decision whether to accept or

reject it. The engineer uses a deductive end-back-
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ward method: he or she looks at the desirable

features of the product and plans appropriate ac-

tions. This strategy is a means–end analysis, when

the engineer continuously evaluates the current

state of the developed product and compares it

with the desired goal in order to reduce the gap
between them [22]. The engineer advances top-

down, from the final system characteristics to its

elements and processes. The interviewees described

this process as follows:

A: Engineering: i. Top—down. From the final

system features down to the constituents

and process. ii. End—backwards. Looking

at the product/ deliverable features and

tailoring the effort backwards. Research i.

Forward- looking, using a set of observed

rules. ii. Observations ! model (Hypoth-
esis) ! tests/gedanken [thought] experi-

ments! theory! back to further research.

K: Your assessment of the engineering perfor-

mance is much more obligated. This is

different from science where they say:

‘Never mind, if we achieve it—O.K., if

not—we will change something’. There is

no real requirement that you should do it
now. This is very, very different.

It seems that flexibility in requirements is a typical

factor in scientific thinking, and hard requirement

stability is a typical factor in engineering thinking.
In scientific research, the acceptance of a new

theory, model or law is a desirable positive result of

the investigation; the rejection of the hypothesis or

getting a negative result is essential [51]. In engineer-

ing design, the final result must be positive. More-

over, each new developed machine, system, or

device, is improved relative to its previous versions.

That is, it can be claimed that scientific thinking
accepts both positive and negative results, and that

in engineering thinking a final positive result is

required. Here is a quote from one of the intervie-

wees that reflects this notion:

P: In research, you are going in a certain

direction, and if you prove that this would

not work, your research is successful.

Meaning, it blocks others going this

way . . . pay attention, here I’m showing

you, there’s nothing to do in this direction.

In engineering, you must know how to do
things better, whether it is an algorithm, or

a process, or a construction. Anyway, you

should do these things better.

In scientific thinking, the testing of a new theory,
model or law is carried out by checking the suit-

ability degree of a phenomenon with the theory that

describes it. This checking can be done by logical

analysis, so abstract thinking can be used. In en-

gineering development, testing is one of the most

important stages, and reflection is an inherent part

of the thinking process:

N: After we figure out a solution, we have to

implement it. After the implementation, we

need to verify that it is indeed working.

Well, it means that we’re always doing

something whose results we can show. It
can be examined. In contrast to, for exam-

ple, the solution of some mathematical

problem.

Therefore, we claim that reflection is built-in
within the engineering design process.

We summarize the differences between scientific

and engineering cognitive activities by quoting one

of our interviewees:

A: When climbing a tree, the scientist ever

branches off until he meets the extreme

leaf, and then goes to the next branch, to

encapsulate the performance envelope. The

engineer climbs to the top, shortcutting side

branches [namely, the engineer aims to

achieve the goal in the shortest way].

7.5 Global solution in scientific research versus

optimal solution in engineering design

The researcher aspires to get a global solution for a

given research problem that can represent the in-

vestigated effect in its entirety; the constraints of
reality force the engineer to consider a wide range of

particular factors. This leads him or her to strive to

optimize the solution, i.e. to achieve the best possi-

ble solution under given conditions, as illustrated in

the following quote:

N: What characterizes engineering thinking is

the need to compare between different solu-

tions. It means, it is not enough that I will

offer one solution to the problem. I have to

see if this is the optimal one. Maybe it is

possible to suggest a better one, a cheaper,
faster or more efficient solution.

The decision-making process about the optimal

solution is based on specific criteria. Our intervie-

wees indicated parameters such as effectiveness,
minimal development time, development simplicity,

cost, redundancy and their combinations as optimal

solution criteria:

Ms: Themain criteriawere schedule andmoney.
I have usually pushed to get the minimum

risk in order to bring the product in time

within the budget limitations.

M: The considerations are: easiness of imple-
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mentation, timing, and performance com-

pared to requirements. Here I have more

tolerance, there I have less. Here I’m on the

limit of some characteristic but the system

works faster, there I’m in the middle of the

range, but it works slower. Finally, you
want to find the middle way, so you will

not be on the limit of everything. It is not

always possible but you try.

One of the specialists claimed that there is no

optimal solution because, in general, only one solu-

tion, which meets all technical requirements, exists.

Lawson [27] sees another reason for the lack of an

optimal solution: the aims of engineering design can

be in conflict, as, for example, in the case ofmaximal

acceleration and minimal fuel consumption of an

engine. So, an optimal solution can be found when
one compromises while dealing with contradicting

demands.

Based on the above descriptions, connections

between the global solution in scientific research

and the optimal solution in engineering design on

the one hand, and abstract thinking in scientific

research and concrete thinking in engineering de-

sign on the other hand, can be observed. Thus,
abstract thinking and the intention for precision in

scientific thinking lead to global solutions, and

concrete thinking and tolerance in engineering

thinking lead to optimal solutions.

7.6 Creative thinking and algorithmic routine

thinking

This sub-category has been found both in scientific

and engineering thinking. In these two areas, crea-

tive or ‘lateral’ thinking . . .pave the way for new

ideas to evolve’ [52, p. 246]. It leads to inventions in

science and to innovations in engineering. In en-

gineering design, this kind of thinking is typical for

the very first stages of the development process.

Algorithmic routine or vertical [29] thinking deals
with the development of ideas. ‘Vertical thinking is a

sequential process in which every step has to be

correct and justified before moving to subsequent

stage—it is hierarchical ordered process’ [52,

p. 246]. This kind of thinking is very typical for

the all next stages of product development in the

engineering design process. Here are quotations

that reflect this attitude:

R: It is like with artists, where does it come

from? How does he create the picture or

music? There is something unknown, some

secret. He doesn’t know for himself how it
comes out. I think that here is something in

common between the artist, the scientist

and the engineer.

G: The first stage is really the creative stage,

where one tries to break into new ways.

There are the next stageswhen the creativity

ends. There are people dealing only with

how to do new things, others working more

systematically. The two kinds are impor-

tant and without both of them, we would
not reach anything.

It is well established that the design process is

iterative [10, 27]. Accordingly, it can be claimed that
creative and algorithmic routine thinking are com-

bined in the process of engineering design.

A relevant type of engineering thinking—integra-

tive thinking [53]—has been found in our study as

well. It refers to the fact that newly developed

electronic systems include not only standard blocks

and components, but also boards, sub-systemsor, in

short, shelf products, which have been developed
for other needs, as described by one of the inter-

viewees:

Ms: Digital electronics is like playing Lego

. . . Company A has been a successful
company for long time. They have one or

two things of their own, which they devel-

oped by themselves. All the other products

were what we call, as a joke, stitched pro-

ducts. Practically what they did, they com-

bined things together—took from here and

there, integrated it all together to form a

system. It is pure Lego. Every firm here
works that way. Not only digital electro-

nics, also electro–optics, RF, radar and

other sophisticated systems.

This new system building requires integrative

thinking. Integrative thinking not only adapts

known solutions for current problems and is used

by algorithmic routine thinking, but also includes a

creative component, which allows looking from

original perspectives upon a known solution and

observing new options. Therefore, in integrative

thinking, creative and algorithmic routine thinking
are merged.

8. Environment

This category relates to environmental factors,

which can affect the cognitive processes of the

researcher and the engineer.

8.1 Working mode: often individual activity in

scientific research versus usually team work in

engineering design

In most cases, the engineer works in a group, and it

is unusual for a single individual to perform engi-

neering design [54]. Hence, in engineering design
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great importance is attributed to teamwork, inter-

personal communication, and the ability to act as

part of the organization. Similar processes exist in

large scientific research groups. However, in most

cases, individual research work is intensified. The

following quote from one of the interviews illus-
trates this difference:

A: In the academic environment: i. Personal

achievement and accrediting are fostered.

ii. Loose interpersonal interaction. Team

culture is rare. In the industrial environ-

ment: i. Objectives and constraints are

derived top-down from organizational ob-

jectives/ strategy. ii. Team-work and cul-
ture are critical.

In an engineering environment, close contacts

lead to permanent intellectual flow from one brain

to another [54]. Engineers apply new knowledge in

their work [22] and share it among team members,

as is explained by one of our experts:

A: There is a need to learn a lot in an unstruc-

tured way, the master’s way, through the
other’s experience, through little notes of

the others, which is less usual with scien-

tists. The engineer must be a team animal.

Such conditions naturally enable young engineers

to learn directly from colleagues.

In addition, engineering design deals with a flow

of decision-making [54]. Design reviews, or a meth-

odological process for important engineering deci-
sions, exist in many firms. Therefore, due to the

teamwork, the individual’s solutions and decisions

are checked too:

S: Any respected engineering design in a dis-

tinguished firm, not just a two-man com-

pany, is controlled by an organized CDR,

PDR, and SDR [different forms of design

reviews].

Consequently, decision checking in a controlled

and systematic manner can be seen as an essential

capability of engineering thinking.

Finally, collective thinking in engineering prac-

tice leads to synergy. More than a dozen techniques

for brainstorming and synergy creation are well

known [54], and they are useful in engineering

practice. Our specialists too emphasized the impor-
tance of collective thinking:

S: If we need an idea, we do brainstorming.

The content must come from people. When

we want to build a system, we’ll have some
brainstorming, we will think. We will sit, a

group of people arguing with each other,

each one with his expertise.

8.2 Flexible working conditions in scientific

research versus firm working conditions in

engineering design

The message of this section is that working condi-

tions can affect the cognitive process. For example,

the researcher’s individual work, in general, does

not constitute a bottleneck in a sequence of stages of

a whole group. As a result, the researcher himself or
herself can set and change aims and timing. His or

her working conditions are more flexible. In con-

trast, engineering teamwork demands conditions

that are more firm.

Almost all the interviewees noted that time pres-

sure is an obligatory factor in the engineering think-

ing process. The reason is not only a stressed time-

schedule, but also the fact that the results of group
activities depend on each of the participants. This

leads to the need for individual responsibility. These

urgent conditions can lead to mental carelessness,

and an inclination to leave openmisunderstood and

unchecked questions in the problem-solving pro-

cess. Nevertheless, several interviewees in our study

claimed that such conditions could contribute to the

development of the ability to think quickly and
effectively.

In addition, the engineer acts in an industrial

framework where the working processes are orga-

nized and specialized. He or she has to consider

standards and instructions, and write standardized

documentation on the product development:

K: So, this is very tidy work—very pedantic;

according to tough rules; at least in the hi-

tech industry. The rules are very rigid and

eventually a product, which is a required

solution for a given problem, is developed.

Such a situation can affect cognitive processes

and cause stagnation of thought. Our specialists

realize this danger and call for the need for techni-

ques that might enhance ‘thinking out of the box’.

A: For breakthrough, for innovation, you

need technique, you need to know how to

think out of the box.

8.3 The economic facet is less significant in

scientific research in comparison to its importance

in engineering design

Usually, the researcher does not look forward to

immediate profit from his or her investigation. In

contrast, the engineer works, in most cases, in an

industrial enterprise and questions of cost and

profit, risk and business success play an important

role in his or herwork [54].Our specialists addressed

this fact:

G: Engineering thinking leads to some product
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that can be sold and money gained from it;

science does not.

S: Engineering design is compromising; so, an

engineer who knows how to compromise

and evaluate variables effectively is the one

who reaches a less expensive product with
more features at the same price.

So, thinking in economic terms can be seen as an

integral part of engineering thinking.

9. Motivation for success

Understanding of the motivational factors in the

engineering design process is necessary. Motivation

should be built-in within the engineering education

curriculum because it can accelerate cognitive pro-
cesses. We will relate to internal or individual

motivation factors and external or social motiva-

tion factors.

9.1 Motivation—scientific curiosity in scientific

research versus real need and individual

responsibility in engineering design

Scientific curiosity may be the main driving force

behind scientific research. This factor acts in engi-
neering design too, but the realization of necessity

and real need of the treated problem seems to

motivate the engineering process as well. Our inter-

viewees noted that the use of their developed pro-

ducts in real life is the greatest satisfaction they gain

from their engineering work:

N: The engineer has self-satisfaction that he

got aproblem tohandle, a real problem. It is

very flattering when he solves a real pro-

blem. He faces it and succeeds. This success

builds self-confidence.

The sense of the personal responsibility of team-

work outcomes may also be considered as an essen-

tial motivation factor.

9.2 Appreciation: global reputation and article

publication in scientific research versus reputation in

firm and patent confirmation in engineering design

The researcher aims toward a global reputation in

the scientific world. He or she writes articles and

participates in conferences, and the number of his or

her scientific publications and their citations in the

worldmeasures his or her success. The success of the

common engineer is limited to the framework of his
or her firm and can be measured by salary, promo-

tion, and engineering authority. Patent recognition

may be the only widely-acknowledged, public and

social appreciation of engineering work, as is speci-

fied by the interviewees:

A: Engineering credit and appreciation are

derived from team success. The apprecia-

tion sphere of the engineer is more local

than that of the scientist.

B: It might be that he will receive a patent; this

is the only place where the engineer gets
personal credit.

10. Conclusions

The comparative characterization of engineering

thinking in engineering design and research think-

ing in the exact sciences carried out in the article
shows the similarities and differences between cog-

nitive processes in these two areas. Creation of a

knowledge base in the educational phase, collecting

and learning relevant knowledge in the first stage of

new problem-solving, and using creative and algo-

rithmic routine thinking in the course of problem-

solving, are common for both areas. Nevertheless,

the difference in the aims of the two processes—
knowledge broadening in scientific research versus

knowledge application in engineering design—

seems to be the reason for the difference between

the tools, cognitive processes, environment, and

motivation of the researcher and the engineer.

Thus, for example, we identified that finding the

theoretical foundation of a researched effect is ob-

ligatory for scientific research while using heuristics
is accepted in engineering research; scientific re-

search requires often abstract thinking while engi-

neering research demandsmainly concrete thinking;

scientific research looks for global solutions while

engineering research seeks optimal solutions.

We believe that our study may help engineering

educators to observe the cognitive processes in these

two professional fields, and in this way to aid in the
design of engineering courses with concern for the

development of engineering thinking. It is impor-

tant to emphasize that the cultivation of engineering

thinking during undergraduate studies is expected

in order to assist the student in the transition process

from academia to work in industry and to serve as a

basis for the future success of graduate engineers.

Our study mainly relates to electronic design.
However, one of our interviewees, a professor of

mechanical engineering, emphasized that he does

not see significant differences between the cognitive

processes of the engineer in the field of modern

mechanics, such as micro-electromechanical sys-

tems design, and the engineer in the field of modern

electronics. So, our wider purpose is to identify the

global engineering thinking characteristics that
might be common to different fields of engineering.

In the future, we plan to carry out further research

aimed at identifying similarities and distinctions in

cognitive traits across various engineering disci-
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plines, as well as to present the pedagogical implica-

tions derived from these identifications.
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